
Truth about the Teamsters at United Airlines 
   

Providing a Democratic Voice for the UAL Mechanics and Related Class and Craft 

 

UAL Mechanic Wages vs. SWA Mechanic Wages 
 

In 2002 IAM UAL mechanics rejected a PEB and negotiated industry leading wages and benefits.  
Our history shows we can achieve an industry leading contract with the IAM and AFL-CIO unions at UAL.   
 
United Airlines Mechanic Pay  
Industry Leading in 2002 - $35.72 
UAL IAM Negotiated Wages 2004  

$38.12 
 

Southwest Airlines Mechanic Pay  
2nd in industry 2002 - $35.68 
SWA Negotiated Wages 2004 

$37.93 

 
The concessionary teamsters 2011 UAL T/A offer of $35.22 is less than what an  

IAM UAL mechanic earned ten years ago! 
 
 

Industry leading SWA Mechanic current 2011 wages  
  $43.03 
 

We are $11 behind the same industry leading wages we sacrificed to make United Airlines the # 1 global 
airline. UAL Mechanics helped restore United Airlines to # 1 again. The restoration of our wages is well 
deserved.   
 
Our ability to achieve industry leading wages and benefits are non existent with the appointed 
concessions pushing teamster negotiators and their inexperienced airline division leaders. 
 
The teamsters failed T/A which surrendered our 50 year contract and medical benefits proves that without a 
doubt. With these same teamster leaders and their appointed negotiators, mechanics will still be kept in the 
dark. UAL mechanics can do better than the weak T/A that these same teamsters endorsed and called 
“industry leading” The word is already out from mgt…the ibt and UAL will just reshuffle the same cards. 
 
EVERY UNION AT UNITED is fighting for industry leading pay and benefits…. except the teamsters. 
 

We can raise Continental mechanics wages and benefits by using the UAL mechanic contract as a 
baseline. We should defend the defined language, outsourcing limits and protections we have fought for 
over 50 years, including a superior Medical Benefits Plan.  
 
In a teamster negotiated amalgamation UAL mechanics could lose everything we have built over 50 years!  
 

Our goal should be to restore our status in the airline industry as leaders in maintenance and pay. We need to 
preserve and defend our UAL Mechanics CBA language and Medical Benefits. 
 

In 2011 our goal should be above the Industry leading SWA Mechanic current 2011 
wages of $43.03 
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